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Securities company and the First
National bank were operated practically as a single concern. The witness did not want to divulge the
price at which the securities company sold a part of its Chase bank
stock to President Wiggins of the
Chase. Mr. Untermyer did not press
the question.
Mr. Baker said that despite the
sale practical control of the company
lay with the Securities company and
Mr. Wiggins. He remarked that often a small percentage of actual
stock, holdings insured a control of
largd corporation.
Loan operations of the Chase bank
and the First National on the stock
exchange were taken up, but Mr. Baker knew little of the details. Inter
est' of Mr, Baker in the First Securi- ties company and allied concerns in
the hard coal roads was discussed. A
request lor a list, of all i.tork'heid by
the Securities company met with a
tentative refusal and again the question was passed to allow conference
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Counsel TJntermyer for the committee led Mr. Baker through a line of
questioning which was intended to
bring out his close relations with'the
railroads in the anthracite fields, usually referred to as the hard coal
trusi, without developing more than
Is generally known. Twice when Mr.
Untermyer wanted information of the
bank's connection with the First Securities company the question was
held in abeyance until Mr. Baker
could confer with his counsel.
George F. Baker resumed his testl
niony before the house money trus.
commilee today. When Mr. Baker
took the stand he asked permission
to make a statement
"You made me out such a great
holder of directorships yesterday," he
said to Mr. Untermeyer, "that I wish
to say that I never became a director
or a voting trustee of any company at
my own solicitation."
"We have Just begun to ask yo.i
about your directorships," said Mr.
Untermeyer.
He added tliat a list furnished by
Mr. Baker's bank showed that directors in the First National held
directorships in other corporations.
In 37 corporations members of J. P.
Morgan and Company, and directors
o the First National bank, were common directors.
Mr. Baker agreed to furnish a list
of the corporations in which he himself was a director. He thought he
bad about 59 such positions.
Mr. Untermyer asked Mr. Baker if
he could supply a statement of the
accounts by which the First atton-a- l
bank, jointly with other institutions, handled through syndicate issues of securities.
The witness said his counsel had
advised him that to demand this information was beyond the powers of
the committee. The facts were now
known in detail by the comptroller
of the currency and he believed the
committee had ho right to demand
them to be exposed to the public.
A long conference between Fisher,
Baker, and former Senator John
his counsel, ended with a
request that the question be passed
to allow counsel to consider the legal
phases.
A statement of the deposits of the
First National bank was placed in
the record. Mr. Baker said he believed the average deposits were
about $100,000,000. On November 1
the bank had 149 accounts with balance's of $29,007,2274.
Mr, Untermyer went back to Mr.
Baker's opposition to the publicity
of bank assets, but he was unable to
shake the financier's attitude
Mr. linker testified Hint the securi-tiet- i
turned over by the First. Nation-n- l
tank lo tiio First Securities
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TODAY IN CONGRESS

Washington, Jan. 10. Senate; Convened at noon.
Resumed consideration of omnibus
claims bill.
Samuel Gompers argued for
and contempt bill before
judicial committee.
Couit of impeachment heard closing
argument of counsel for defense in
trial oil Judge ArchtaM.
House; C01WT4M at noon.
Began consideration of postoffice
appropriations iUl.
" testiGeorge F. Baker continued
mony before the "money trust" investigating committee.
Metal schedule of tariff taken up by
the ways and means committee for a
two days' hearing.
Merchant marine committee
its investigation of alleged
South American steamship pool.
Adopted resolution appropriating
$20,000 for rearrangement of seats
and and desks of house chamber.
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REBELS HAY

j

ATTEMPT TO END WAR

.

Norfolk,

steamer Alcazar, with a crew of 23,
which had severe times off the North
Carolina coast for two weeks and
was reported last night leaking and
calling for assistance off Diamond
Shoal lightship, passed In the Virginia capes under her own steam today, with a bad list to the port, But
otherwise in fnir'y good condition.
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Rebels Disappear from Capital
City, Jan. 10. The rebels'
this morning had disappeared from
the hills about Ayotcingo, 25 miles
from here, where yesterday's battle
took place. They left during the night
before the arrival or ieaerai renuun-o- ments with field and machine guns. A
column of 250 was rushed on special
trains from the capital last night and
these were soon able to dislodge the
rebels.
More than 250 men were killed yesterday, counting federals, rebels and
pceording to a reliable estimate. Furthermore 200
from Mexico are said to
routed and a similar: fate
been
have
is reported to have befallen 100 moun-jthted police.
The battle raged from iu o'Ciock in
the morning until late at night. The
notorious Genovevo de la O wag one
of the relx-- l eliiefH.
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SI Paso. Jan. 10. 'Enrique Anaya,
Mexican consul at Tucson, Arizona,
arrived here today to confer with Pedro Lascurain, Mexican minister of
exterior relations. It was intimated
by iVdeiiti officials that Anaya comes
to present
peace proposals made
through him to the Mexican government from General Inez Salazar and
other rebel leaders.

since the disturbance."
IS PROPOSED
AMENDMENT
Mr. Untermyer endeavored to trace,
amend-Jan. lO.-- An
Washington
Mr.
of
Baker's bank and
Ithe relations
numt of the Sherman anti trust law
the Morgan firm.
Riving the different states the power
to enforce it, was proposed today by
TO EXAMINE ESTATE.
S.malor Owen of Oklahoma.
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WERE TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO WHOLE BODY.
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Ambassadors Draw up Note
Constantinople, Jan. 10. The European ambassadors in the Ottoman capital today succeeded in drawing up a
IS
TURK REPRESENTATIVE
SUGGESTED
SORE colorless note which probably will lie FILIBUSTER
presented on Monday to the Turkish
RECHAD PASHA THINKS THE AL government. The document guardedly THE MAJORITY CONTEMPLATES
advises Turkey to yield on the quesHOLDING UP ALL LEGISLALIES HAVE DEMANDED TOO
tion of Adrianople. but no suggestion
TION PENDING OUTCOME.
MANY BIG CONCESSIONS.
is made of pressure being brought to
bear by the powers to insure the acWashington, Jan. 1. The republiParis, Jan. 10. Rumania decided to ceptance of this advice.
can
senators this afternoon declinecr
day to mobilize her army if she does
not obtain within 48 hours satisfac PROGRESSIVE COMMITTEE MEETS the proposition made to them by
to appoint committees
New York, Jan. 10. The executive
tion from Bulgaria in regard to the
from
both
sides
of the senate to concommittee
of the progressive party
rectification of her frontier, according
to a dispatch from Bucharest to the met here today to discuss the work sider President Taft's nominations
of organization, publicity and raising to office.
Temps.
Senator Marlin, chairman of the
funds. Indications were that the
committee would remain in session democratic caucus, said, after receivUltimatum is Delivered
ing the decision, that he would probLondon, Jan. 10. Rumania practic- all day.
ably call a caucus of democratic senBuf
to
ally delivered an ultimatum
ators for tomorrow to consider "what
DEADLOCK
eessioV
CONTINUES
the
garia today by demanding
of Silistria and the territory to the
Springfield, 111., Jan. 10. The dead steps should be taken.
Confirmation of some of President
over the election of a speaker
lock
north of a line stretching from there
to Kavarna, on the Black Sea, accord- in the lower house went through two Taft's recent appointments is expected In the senate within tho next
ing to a news agency dispatch from more rail calls today and the session
week.
Democratic leaders, "working
was
until
adjourned
Monday evening.
Sofia,
on a Plan permitting endorsement of
The threats of Turkey lo recall her
some of the appointments without
peace delegates from London to Conall, belleva they will reach
approving
SCHEDULE
STEEL
IS
Ruof
a
menace
stantinople and the
a basis to confirm eome of the nomimanian invasion of Bulgaria tended
on those they
nations without
today to give the impression that "the
BEING DISCUSSED regard as most acting
objectionable.
mere
became
Balkan situation hai
Suggestions of a republican filigrave within the last 21 hours.
buster
against all legislation, includMuch was expected from
today's DEMOCRATS SAY THEY DO NOT
appropriation
hills, unless the
ing
who
of
the
plan
ambassadors,
BELIEVE IN TARIFF TO
meeting
democrats
confirm
all appointments
ned to reach a decision concerning
PROTECT PROFITS.
met objection, by republican
have
d
the collective attitude of Europe.
leaders on the ground that the repubPasha, the leader or the Turk- " Washington,--Jan.-1- .
Thejron and lican administration
'ci:!d - suffer
ish peace delegation, today reiterate! steel schedule was taken uii Woay
most if appropriation bills were he!.!
the Immovable determination of the by the house ways and means comup. It is expected1 that the republiTurks not to abandon the fortress of mittee when it resumed hearings on
cans
will not agree to any forma!
Adrianople or the I3ia.il in the Ae- tariff revisions. Two days probably
before going into execucompromise
will be devoted to this
gean Sea. He said:
important tive session, but' will endeavor first
"What kind of a conference is this section and many prominent steel to
force action on all appointments.
where all the concessions emanate men will be neard. ,
In that some basia of agreeFailing
from one side? Had this been known
The proposal to put printing ment
be arrived at An executive
may
beforehand there would have been no presses on the free list instead of a session
will undoubtedly be ta&en bs
need to go to the trouble of bringing 30 per cent advalorem duty as untie: soon as
the Archbald impeachment
together a peace conference in Lon- tariff, brought a protest from James trial is disposed of.
don."
E. Bennett of New York, representing
It is not likely that the peace con- 22 printing press manufacturing comference will resume its' sittings be- panies, that the present tariff should WISH TAlilFF BETAKEC
'
fore next week. Premier Vonizelos stand.
wittold
the
Chairman Underwood
of Greece intends to spend Saturday
and Sunday visiting Oxford. Today ness that the democrats were seekhe lunched with the chancellor of the ing a tariff for revenue and "not to
duchy of Lancaster, the Right Hon- protect profits," and that there was NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS' ASorable Charles Hobhouse, and in the no disposition to maintain a tariff
SOCIATION TAKES ACTION
course of conversation emphasized the unless there was some revenue to
AT ANNUAL MEETING.
Hellenic claims over the islands of the government. The witness conthe Aegean Sea, expressing the hope tended that the business was being
Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 10. A lively
"that the court which under the late run on a small margin.
fight developed today in the forty-nint- h
annual 'convention of the NaWilliam E. Gladstone gave to Greece
Rocky Maintain lead miners opassociation
the Ionian Islands willnot refuse its posed the proposal of a cut in the tional Wool Growers'
assistance now that the Gladstone dis- tariff on lead to a flat 25 advalorem. over the convention for UH4. Dele-Hatof Seattle,
Frederick
Burbrid.se
from Salt Lake City expressed
ciples are in power."
The meeting of the ambassadors Wash., testified that there was less confidence over their ability to capTheir claims
of the European powers this after- than 5 per cent profit in the capital ture the convention.
noon to discuss the Balkan situation invested in the Coour d'Alene lead were contested by Boise, Jdaho, and
He Presoott, Ariz.
concluded without any definite re- mines, which he represented.
to have the new
sults. The diplomats discussed the wanted at least
Pending tariff changes pver&hanl-owe- d
other questions. A resolution,
deadlock of the peace conference and rates remain on a specific basis inconferred as to possible solutions for stead of being changed to advalorem. ofiered by Secretary S. W. McCluro,
two hours, after which they decided
The Coeur d'Alene mines, produc-- , voicing the "unalterable . opposition-oreto
to refer the points raised
their
tive ami nonproductive, including the
the association" to any trit rewill
subsidiary features of the industry, duction to less tnan IS cents a potm-- i
They
spective governments.
meet again Monday.
employed 5,000 men and the Coeur on scoured wool, was adopted.
d'Alene country was dependent upon
the lend indtistrv. he said.
Russia Is Uneasy
r IT: f")
i
St Petersburg, Jan. 10,Ordors are Speaking for the Utah lead
TCi
I?
of
u.in
Lake
Salt
Ritcr
war
ers, George
expected from the Russian
Ister during the next three days re- - advocated continuance of the specific
f
at not less than the present
taining with the colors all thope
honored soldiers in the army, who, rates.
under ordinary conditions, should! Edwin Radford of Brooklyn wanted
have been dismissed to reserve two the tariff on gold leaf raised from 35 THE MOROCCAN WAR, AFTER EE
ING OUT OF THE PUBLIC EYE,
months ago. They will probably helper cent ad valorem to 50 per cent
RETURNS TO NOTICE
retained until April 14.
anJ said any reduction would result

Washington, Jan. 10. A congressional investigation into the conduct
of United Spates District Judge John
C. Pollock of Kansas and United States
District Judge A. S. an Valkenburgh
of the Western district of Missouri,
was asked for in a resolution presented to the house today by Representative Borland of Missouri.
It is alleged they appointde there
receivers for the Kansas Natural Gas
who were
company, a pipe line,
"friendly to the interests, design and
purposes" of that company and the
United Gas Improvement company of
Philadelphia, which" controlled it.

MEXICAN

SENATE REFUSE

CEDED TO HER AS WELL AS
ANOTHER STRIP OF LAND.

IN

IK

Saloniki, Turkey, Jan. 10. The
c.MOCRATS
INVITE THEM TO
losses of the Greek troops fighting
the Turks in the vclnity of Janina
PARTICIPATE IN PRUNING
have been very heavy. To date they
TA FT APPOINTMENTS.
have lost 7,000 killed and wounded. The
sixth division of the Greek army left
here today under orders to assist in COMMITTEE
FLAN
the subjection of the Turkish fortress
of Janina.
G.

Rockefeller Leaves for Home
WANTS FRONTIER RECTIFIED
Nassau, New Providence, Jan. 10.
William Rockefeller has decided to
leave here today on board the steamDEMANDS
THAT
SILISTRIA BE
TWO er Miami for
Miami, Florida.
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REPUBLICANS

Greek Army Loses Heavily

MARCH
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'Is Mr. Moriran the most
figure in the financial world?" persisted Mr. Untermyer.
"He would be if he were younger.
I know of no one who Is more dominant," replied Mr. Baker.
"There is no dominant figure in finance now," exclaimed Mr. Baker,
"there was during the panic, hut not

NATIONS

HACKS
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sending their valuables to places of
safety.
of the
The publication yesterday
the
fron
against
prohibition
crossing
tier by foreign airmen, although the
Russian cabinet authorized the wa;
minister to issue it on November 29.
is also regarded as a disquieting sign.
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Washington, Jan. 10. The millions
which the First National bank of
New York has available for investment were disclosed at today's hearings of George F, Baker, chairman o
the bank's board, before the house
money trust investigating committee.
Mr. Baker, popularly referred to as
"the biggest man in the street," testified that the bank had ?74,000,0O0
available for investment, of which
$31,000,000 was out in demand loans
and $25,000,000 in time loans, and discounts. The bank holas $43,306,000 in
securities and has gross deposits of

f'r;i-i!i:-.--

Da'Av Maxim

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

WIF?E

DE Washington, Jan. 10. The money
trust committee of the house today
ordered Chairman Pujo to send a
physician to meet William RockefelTO
ler, returning from Bermuda, as soon
as he reached Miami. The physician
will endeavor to ascertain whether or
not the. oil magnate is physically able
to testify,
,
Mr. Pujo declined to make public
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND his plans for intercepting Mr. Rocke- RUMANIA DECIDES TO MOBILIZE
feller or name of the physician to be
ON
ARMY IF BULGARIA DOES NOT
LABOR GIVES
FIGURES
employed by the committee.
GIVE SATISFACTION.
COST OF LIVING

NECESSITIES OF LIFE INCREASED
FROM SIX PER CENT TO 105
During the luncheon recess Mr.
PER CENT
ker consulted with his counsel about
furnishing a list of the transactions
on floating securities in which his
Washington, Jan. 10. Soaring priccompany had acted jointly with .1. P. es of foodstuffs are pictured in a new
When set of
Morgan and other concerns.giures compiled by the United
the hearing was resumed Mr. Baker States
department of labor from Its
announced he had determined to furof the cost of living in
investigation
nish that and other data the conimit-te- e 39 American cities.
desired if the board of directors
Between August 1911, and August
of the First National bank decided
in
1912, only two things decreased
that it might; be made publio.
and sugar. Meanwhile,
potatoes
price,
The committee gave him until Wedeverything else advanced. In Boston
nesday to submit the information. sirloin steak had advanced 24 per
Then it became apparent that Mr. Bacent; in Buffalo 19 per cent; in Atlankers' examination, which had become ta six
per cent; in Chicago 19 per
detailed and involved, might not be cent and in Birmingham 15
per cent
finished today.
The committee planThe figures showing fee advance in
ned to adjourn until next Tuesday and
prices during the last ten years show
it was1 said Mr. Baker might be asked the following increase:
Sugar six pet
to return for further examination.
butter 34 per cent; milk So per
cent;
Mr. Baker said he and E. T. Stotes-burcent; flour 35 percent; potatoes 46 per
of the
were voting trustees
cent; eggs 47 per cent; lard 57 per
Cramp Shipbuilding company of Phila- cent; hens 59 per cent; sirloin steak
delphia and had since 1903 named the 02 per" cent; rib roast 63 per cent;
directors of that company. He was ham 63
per cent; corn meal 64 per
asked in detail as to his activities
cent; round steak 86 per cent; smokin a number of corporations and in
ed bacon 100 per cent and pork chops
several cases was unable to remem- 10"
"
per cent.
ber them.
National
The stock of the First
bank was increased from $5,000,000 to CREW OF THE EVELYN
in 1901 Mr. Baker said.j
$10,000,000
and 40 pen cent of the increase stock
HAS NARROW ESCAPE
went to individuals and the remainder to the bank stockholders.
"Who were the individuals?" asked
FISHERFOLK OF AUBOUIS RES
Mr. Untermyer.
CUE SHIP'S COMPANY AFTER
After an argument between Mr. BaA HARD BATTLE.
ker and his counsel, Mr. Baker answered.
St. Johns, N. F Jan. 10. Captain
""Forty thousand shares of that
Burke
and the eight memers of xhe
stock at $300 a share were sold to me,"
of the schooner Evelyn were
crew
where
I
of
it
"and
later disposed
said,
hauled to safety up the steep cliffs
it would do the most good
l
"
"What is the present price of the'al
namiet last nignt arter tue luveiyn
stock?"
been dashed to pieces on the
j had
"About $1,000 a share."
Mr. Untermyer asked if J. P. Mor. ledges off shore. The wreck of the
her crew helpless,
gau held $15,000,000 worth of stock in Evelyn had left
as
had
boats
been carried away.
tne'r
t
the First National hank. Mr Baker
of
shore was slight
Hope
reaching
to
discuss
the
did
said he
not want
a
manned
until
boat
by fishermen
"personal affairs of his friends or
side. When the
the
reached
Evelyn's
himself."
accom"Is Mr. Morgan recognized as the transfer of the crew had been
for
headed
boat
the
and
plished
great general in this gnancial army?"
wind shifted. The small
the
shore,
asked Mr. Untermyer.
of its course
"That's according to who you ask." craft was carried out
on a narrow shelf of
and
thrown
answered the witness. "We, his
rock at the foot of the cliffs a mile
friends think he is."
down the coast.
"He Is so generally recognized."
Hemmed In by the rocks on one
"Well, yes."
side and by the rising tide on the
Mr.
Stillman
James
and
"And you
other, the little band seemed withare his chief lieutenants?"
out way of escape. But their fight
"We were during the panic," replied
for life had been watched from shore
Mr. Baker.
and the ftsherfolk hurried to the
"And you there dominated the financliffs and dropped a 300 foot rope to
cial situation?"
the men, below, hauling them to safe"I wont confess to that," said Mr.
one by one.,
Baker. Here John C. Spooner, counsel ty
a
for Mr. Baker, interrpted with laugh.
Alcazar Is Safe.
"He is not required to
Va.', Jan. 10. The British

NATIONAL OF NEW
YORK HAS $74,000,000 AVAILABLE FOR INVESTMENT.
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MEXICO
FORNOFF
RETURNS
CAPTAIN
FROM UNSUCCESSFUL VISIT
TO SISTER PFPUBLIC.

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 10. Captain Fred Fornoff of the New M
mounted police was here yesterday on hie way to Santa Fe from the
City of Mexico, where lie had been
securing extradition papers for Andreas Calles, the escaped prisoner
from the New Mexico penitentiary.
Calles made a getaway from the Juarez Jail, where he was confined, and
Fornoff came home empty handed.
"Conditions in Mexico, to an American," said Captain Fornoff, "seem
deplorable beyond belief. On every
hand one finds hordes of beggars
and throngs of barefooted men, women and children greet the trains at
City on
every stop. I was In
New Year's day, tue weainer was bitterly cold and the contrast between
d
the barefooted poor and the
rich riding in countless carriages and
automobiles was indeed' pitiful. So
far as one can observe Mexico seems
to have no middle class, its people
are either rich or very poor and the
poor, like everywhere else, outnum
ber the rich more than a hundred to
one.
"Evidence of military activity Is
Been on every side. Every train carries a carload of soldiers, while at
convenient Intervals along the line
military trains are stationed, ready to
move at a moment's notice.
"These trains are equipped with
machine guns, mounted on armored
n

Mo

fur-cla-

cars and are in every respect travel
ing fortresses. Notwithstanding these
precautions every train Into the cap
ital brings reports of depredations by
roving bands of revolutionists.
"The whole country south of he
capital seems to be In a state of anarchy, while In the north conditions
are far more peaceful. The ordinary
citizen seems to take little Interest
In the strife which has been going
on so long that it is considered the
storordinary thing. Blood curdling
with
lined
tucks
ies of railway
to
poles
telegraph
corpses hanging
excite little attention, and few there
are who will venture any prediction
as to the probable outcome of the
present warfare.
"In many quarters it Is held that
the revolution Is social and not political, and that the peon, downtrod
den for centuries, is at last awaken
ing to the idea that he Is a human
being and entitled1 to a better place
In the scheme of things. However
this may be, Mexico Is facing the
greatest crisis in her history, and It
will be a wise government that can
bring the country back Into the path
of peace and prosperity.

SOLDIER"

V1TH BEN

10, 1913.
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1100,000.00

COURT

Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 10. On the
district court docket for the January
term are six murder cases, all of
which are of more than usual interest
The case that has attracted the
widest attention is that in which
Domlnick and Felix Arena are charged with the killing of Pierto Ringo,
a Segundo merchant whose dead
was found on the road'
body
near Jansen on October 12. The two
Arenas were apprehended in Denver
and at the preliminary hearing a
strong web of circumstantial evidence was woven about the defendants. During confinement the two
brothers have been kept apart, on
being held in the county jail and the
other In the city jail. Recently Dom
lnick exhibited symptoms of Insanity
and made an unsuccessful attempt
to saw his way out of the city Jail.
Donati Colantonlo who on July ?0
of last year Bhot and killed Tony Ma- tesl at the C. & S. depot will probably stand trial in the term. In this
case Colantonio is said to have invoked the ancient law of an eye for
an eye and to have killed Matesl who
he believed was implicated in the
murder of his brother, Salvatore Colantonio at valdez on August 30,
Connie Mack has signed Pitcher 1911. The man he killed and Frank
Robert McGraw, of the Pueblo, Colo., Morelli were tried for the murder of
court
high school team and intends to take Salvatore in the March term of
him in tow before the season of 1913 last year and acquitted. A reward
still stands for Joe Matesi, who fled
Is over.

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 10.
There is a lad in Leavenworth, Kan.,
named "Soldier" Smith, who believes
he is the one man west of the Mississippi who can beat Benny Chavez.
In a letter today to Director Mark
Levy of the N. M. A. C. C. L.
(Shannon, manager for the soldier
boy, outlines terms on which Smith is
will-inwilling to meet Benny. Smith is
to make 128 ringside for Chavez
and Is confident that he can beat him
at that poundage. Smith is the hoy
who has on two occasions, fought
Tommy Dixon of Kansas City, to a
standstill In ten round bouts. Dixon,
it will be remembered, got a newspaper decision over Johnny Kilbane
In a ten round exhibition bout in
Cleveland some 'three months ago.
Smith is therefore entitled to consideration as a comer and if Chavez can
beat him Benny can go back to Kansas City or further east and gain
recognition. Director Levy is much
taken with the idea of matching
Smith and Chavez. He is still negotiating with Battling. Chlco of Loj
Angeles, however, and may sign up
both Dixon and Chlco for whacks at
our Benny In the near future.

M.
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TRINIDAD TRIBUNAL WILL HEAR
SIX TRIALS OF ALLEGED
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The New York Yankees have signed
Second Baseman "Dodger" Finley and

two

V

FIGHTER WOULD
LEAVENWORTH
ON THE
TAKE
TO
LIKE
TRINIDAD BANTAMWEIGHT.

n

Martin,
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fy specimens of the canine aristocramore
cy, with an aggregate value of
than fifty thousand dollars, were petted and admired by leaders of society
vho thronged the Astor gallery of tht
Waldorf Astoria today for the third
annual bench show of the American
Fcmenarian club. The show proved
one of the most attractive specialty
exhibitions ever given in the metro-polis.Reuben Clarke, a noted Enk-lisauthority, judged the exhibits and
awarded the prizes.

clever

Brooklyn

91! MURDER CASES

WANTS BOUT

POMERANIAN CLUB SHOW
New York, Jan. 10. Numerous fluf-

Pitcher Patsy
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from Valdez after the shooting ol
and whose hereabouts
Salvator
are unknown.
Leo Dolce charged with adminis-tajrilna ibeating that caused the
death of Fidepho Griego at the Clu')
saloon in November of 1911 may be
tried this term. This case has been
continued on the docket for four
terms. Griego died from injuries
sustained in eing kicKed and beaten.
In his dying declaration he charged
Dolce with the crime.
Juan Lopez will be placed on trial
for the killing of Juan Montoya, an
at Delagua last summer
The trouble is said to have started in
a saloon and going out upon the platform Lopez shot Montoya.
Lopez
will claim self defense.
Ben Chacon the west side prize
fighter is under hond to appear for
trial for the death of Esquil Pache-co- ,
who died at the hospital the early part of last month from the effects
of a blow struck by Chacon the night
previous, when Pacheco was knocked
down at the corner of West Main
and Santa Fe avenue.

inn
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FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR
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OVERLAND MOD! S9T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344.

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Prop9

shares at it was alleged, her husband put her
on board a train after giving her SO
The Duck Creek Tr.id'ng company, cents, and sent her to Trinidad, tell-- .
of Silver City, also file! articles, ing her that he did not want her to
naming, C. C. Royall agei t. It I a cap- return.
italized at $10,000, di.-'dThe anxious nights of terror spent
into 10
shares.
in the lonely cabin had so unnerved
the young woman that in giving her
testimony she was on the verge of
GIRL VIFE ABANDONED.
breaking into tears. The defendant,
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 10. Alleging Luis Madrid,- did not appear to
that she was night after night left
alone by her husband in a small cabin in the wilds beyond Trinchera,
HARVEY SYSTEM SUED.
where the coyotes from the prairies
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 10. Miss
and canyons howled about the door
Jessie M. Baker, through her attorkept without money and for days ney, A. R. Robertson, today filed
without food, Mrs. Furgenia Lopez suit against the Harvey system askMadrid, a 14 year old girl wife, today ing to recover $791.66, wages alleged
appeared in the district court as to be due, and damages for mental
plaintiff in a divorce action against suffering a. a result of her discharge
her husband, Luis Madrid, In her by the company. She alleges that on
testimony the young woman related October 27, 1912, she entered into
a story of ill treatment which for n an oral, contract with the defendants
interest has had no l wallel in to act as night cashier at the local
the records of the court Judge Hen- establishment for a period of six
ry Hunter took the case under ad- months at $30 a month and her
visement.
board; that she went to work on NoThe plaintiff; alleged fthat she vember 3 and on December 28 was
married the defendant on June 4 of notified that her services were no
last year and that he deserted her longer needed. She sues to obtain
after 19 days. He took her to the $291.66, wages alleged to be due for
lonely cabin miles beyond Trinchera, the remaining four months and flva
miles from a habitation and there days, for which she was to work unalone he left her. Frightened by the der the alleged contract, and $500
howls of the coyotes, shivering in for "mental agony and suffering and
abject terror at the moan and groan loss of standing In the community"
of winds that swept the desolation, alleged to have resulted from the acthe girl wife finally rebelled. Then, tion of defendant
$40,000,-

divided into

400

$100.

.
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Over 2i Grains of Caffeine.
Physicians recognize this drug to be of poisonous effect upon stomach, heart and
nerves. Scientists employed by the U. S. Government found, in the famous Rabbit
Case, that an pmount of caffeine equivalent to that contained in two average cups o
coffee killed a Rabbit.

that you suffer from indigestion, heart
What wonder then, if you are a
turbance, headache and biiousness, sleeplessness, or nerve irritation?
coffee-drinke-

r,

dis-

of coffee you drink each
Multiply 2i grains of caffeiae by the number of cups
of
amount
poison you give yourself daily.
day and you will determine the

t--

Eminent physicians are protesting against the present use of coffee. (Your family doctor
can vouch for this.)
The aches and ills of your own body also protest when the burden becomes too heavy.
Doesn't your own common sense suggest

Tha Usw

that

you quit coffee now.'

Food-drin-k,

n
UUJLUU
offers the easy way.
This charming table beverage furnishes a hot drink of remarkable palatability. It has a
rich seal brown color which changes to golden brown when cream is added. Tasting much like
high-graJava, it makes the ideal cup for those who want to get away from coffee troubles.
de

Instant Postvim requires no boiling.
It is made "quick as a wink" by pouring: hot water upon a level teaspoonful of the powder in a cup and stirring until
dissolved. Add sugar and cream to taste and you have a very fascinating beverage.

Grocers Sell Instant Postum, 90

to

100-cu-

p

tins. 50c: 45 to 50 cup tins, 30c

"There's a Reason"

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 10.
has apWilliam C. McDonald
pointed Edward Gardner an
member of the New Mexico mount
ed police. He has also appointed J.
L.. G. Swinney, who is superintendent of the county schools of San Juan
county, member of the state board
of education vice Dr. M. D. Tayloi
Dr. Tayof Farmington, resigned.
lor found that his professional duties
prevented him from attending the
meetings' of the board. The governor
has appointed Leopoldo Contreras of
Los Ranchos, Socorro county, member of the board of regents of the
New Mexico School of Mines, vice
Matias Contreras, resigned.
In Supreme Court.
The state supreme court met again
today, Chief Justice C. J. Roberts and
Associate Justices Frank W. Parker
and R. II. Hanna, and Supreme Court
Clerk Jose D. Sena, being present.
The court disposed of the following
business.
Case No. 1471. The Territory of
New Mexico, appellee, vs. Telesforo
Gallegos and Felix Duran,
appeV
lants, on appeal from district court,
Rio Arriba county: Judgment of the
lower court is affirmed.
Case No. 1498. The Territory of
Mexico appellee vs. Liborio
New
Lucero, appellant, appeal from dis
trict court, Guadalupe county, argued
and submitted.
Case No. 1501. Pabllta Candelarla
and Andres Candelarla, Infants, appellees, vs. E. A. Miera, appellant, on
appeal from district court, Sandoval
county, reset February 1..
Assessors Meet.
It is reported that various assessors from different parts of the state
are to meet at the Palace hotel this
afternoon to take up matters of common interest. It is said the question
of the fixing of salaries, will be
threshed out.
Brings Two Prisoners.
Sheriff Young, of Chaves county,
arrived today with two prisoners for
the state jinnifentfary. They are Jim
Martin and .Tuck Padgett who wili
moths for cuttle
BiTvn 2( to 3
Ntl'JllIllK.
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The Light for the Home
use

r

.!

1Z

the best lamp you can buy is the Rayo.

There is no glare; no flicker. The light 13 soft and clear. The Rayo
is a low priced lamp, but you cannot get better light at any price.
Fayo lamps are lighting more than three million homes.
Save the Children's Eyes and Your Own.
Tbe

rwV " mn

Lighted without removing chimney or
haJ. Easy to clran anil rewick.
Made in various etyle and for all puipoies.
At Itvutura hiirrywlmru

T
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OIL COMPANY
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LAS VfLGi.a OaILY

BAD

DEFECT

I

SUFFERED UNTOLD

PARCELS POST

In Wrists,

Spread to Fingers. LitItching
So Bad Could Hardly Sleep.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Gone Entirely.

tle Pimples or Blisters,

AGAINST BOOKS
WILL PULL BOYS AWAY
FROM THE FARM LANDS

DISCRIMINATION

Chicago,
Keeping the
boys on the farm, was made harder
by one of the blunders in the parcel
post law that discriminates against
books, declared librarians
during
Books are not
powwows in Chicago.
included among the things one can
send by mail under the new parcels
post privilege and yet libraries are
found to be most needed in the little white school houses of the .rural
districts, if sons and daughters are
to be kept contented with rural life.
The latter statement was made to the
Normal school librarians' association
and the former was made by the lea-gue of library commissions. Libraries as social centers and springs of
inspiration have been found potent
in checking the rush to towns and
cities said C. Edwin Wells, of the
State Normal school, Missouri." "The
principal cause of all the social unrest among the young men and woman of the country is their lack of
appreciation of the good they might
have in their midst," he explained,
"Nothing will go further, toward making them satisfied with life on the
farm than a proper apperication and
exercise of the enjoyment of reading
Rood books. A little librar in a rural
nchool growing larger each year will
gradually become the center of the
rural community life and will give
pleasure and knowledge to the boys
and girls of the community and help
to keep up their interest in the
school and make them more satisfied
and happy in their home life." The
league of library commissions has resolved to push to a finish the fight
for equal treatment for literary products. Resolutions passed, by it will
be sent to congressmen as the first
step in the campaign.
i
Public Paid the Bills.
The public paid the bills of the
lawyers who defended the Chicago
packers ifl one Is to judge by the annual report of Swift and Company
which showed' larger, earnings than
In the previous1 year. The total net
for the fiscal year was $8,250,000,
which was, equal to 11 per cent on
the $75,000,000 of stock, as against
The big fees
8.2 per cent for 1911.
of the lawyers and all of the other
attendant expenses apparently were
successfully shifted to the wholesale
price's paid) for meat products. The
ptosis business increased, however,
about 9 per. cent and the annual turnSome
over was over $300,000,000.
time ago President Louis F. Swift intimated that the year's record would
be satisfactory and the fact that
$3,000,000 was added to the surplus
after paying in dividends $5,250,000
is regarded as bearing out his assertion. With the cost of the government's case to pay out of 'he federal
funds, the public's net gain through
the prosecutoin was nothing. In the
annual report Treasurer L. A. Catron
showed that of the business amounting to almost $1,000,000 per day 80
per cent was paid out for livestock,
about 8 per cent reached the house
of the wotking
people. In wages,
about 5 per cent Ts" paid to the rail- roads in freight and the remaining
7 per cent Is divided between dividends iand surplus profits, miscellaneous expenses and supplies. The
surplus account of this company now
lhas reached the $29,000,000
mark,
with ever $4,000,000 of reserves. The
assets include more cash than ever
before, more stocks and bonds,
more real estate, $39,914,922,
and an inventory larger by several
million dollars, it bein $39,706,380.
The horses and turnouts which always are features at the fat stock
shows are not included among the assets in the balance sreet.
New Chicago Chinatown.
In the new Chinatown of Chicago,
which will he completed this spring

Jan.
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It

would

appear In little pimples
or blisters like, and
when I scratched them,
they would appear In
little scales. The itch- Ina wnnlri hft on Vinrl
sleep of nights. I would
scratch my hands until they were most
numb, then when the blood would course
through them again the burning and smarting would be so bad that 1 could hardly
stand it, and I got to bo so easily Irritated
that my husband had to use all of his
patience to got along with mo. I believe
1 had tried Just about every remedy, offered
to the public for such diseases, without any
reliof whatsoever, until my mother recommended Cuticura Remedies to me. I only
used the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment once when my cure began, and in a
month of use It was gone entirely." (Signed)
Mrs. Thos. Walsh, Oct. 11, 1911.
. Cuticura
Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c ) are sold throughout the world. A
single sot Is often sufficient. Liberal sample
of each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
8Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.

that I could hardly

mud-hole-

out on Archer avenue which Dooley
made famous even the New Year's
celebration of this year has been
Americanized. It is Baid that an old
Chinaman who still clings to traditions of the old regime in the Flowery kingdom is ridiculed for his
queue. The rows of new stores to
which the merchants are removing
from the old Clark street as fast as
they are completed, are very different from the typo which in years
past sheltered underground labyrinths in which incautious visitors
are said to have disappeared forever.
The trips through tne old Chinatown
frequently were made to see the curious merchandising methods of the
orientals and to which they clung.
But now the shelving and counters
are prosaicly modern and American.
There are two blocks filled with
these Chinese stores tow, and the
one lone laundryman of the locality
has suddenly found
the mountain
coming to Mahomet, with countrymen
all around his place. There are a
Chinese Y. M. C. A., a Chinese mission and soon there is to be a Chinese hotel. The merchants sem to
do business without any rivalry, and
yet do a big business in the delicacies and goods of their race. Most of
their patrons are from outside the
city or from outlying; districts, chop
suey and laundry proprietors who
come on Sunday for their sacks of
Chinese onions, potatoes, mushrooma
and spices. In the whole district
there are said to be less than 25 women.

High Salary to Poverty.
From $7,500 a year to the breadline
From

and starvation is the experience with
which salaried people are being
warned in .Chicago to save. Malcolm
Trust
MacDowell
of the Central
the case and
company related
promptly the orthern Trust company
seized upon the story to emphasize
its warnings that no salary job is
entirely secure, that a good income
may cease abruptly and months
elapse before another is secured, a
savings balance being "the shield
against want" which is recommended.
"This man came to me and asked
me to tell his story," Mr. MacDowell
related. "He was the representative
of a big eastern concern, drawing a
fine salary and so secure of his position that he never saved any of it.
He had a wife and two children. A
merger of interests came and he lost
out. He had a beautiful flat, for which
he was paying $125 a month. The
real estate agent allowed him to stay
there for one month in consideration
of a deed on his furniture. But the
family had nothing to eat. And then
the man came into my breadline. He
was starving. When he got food he
fainted. I talked with him, and he
told me he came for rolls lor hi3
wife and children. Latci I took h;m
to a lodging house, where he got a
room for 35 cents a day. Fe never
dreamed he could lose his position,
or If he did, that he could not get anA Costly Visit.
other. But when he lost out he could
It cost a visitor from Coropolis not find work to do."
$340 to hang the "tenderfoot tag," on
To Prosecute Train Crews.
one of the Chicago police episodes on
Criminal prosecution of the directhe effete east. For some time the
west has not worked it The Ous from tors and executive officers of the
Coropolis supplied, the roll of green- railroads centering, in Chicago, as
backs which ai impulsive stranger, proposed In the indictment of offiseeing him count the currency on the cials of the C, H. and D. railroad for
steps of the federal building, begged the wreck in which 16 were killed
him to lend that he "might fool a and more were injured, is an expefriend across the street." The joke dient for enforcing safety measures
is a protracted one for Gus has nev- on steam and electric roads which a
er seen the stranger since. The in- bulletin of the LeLague for Public
cident left Gus a dime and' a ticket Safety says may become needless in
You see it was time but effectual In waking up the
back to Coropolis.
Prudence
this way.
prompted Gus financial officers. The wreck on the
to count the savings, which he did C. H. and D. disclosed that the state's
right in the shadow of the offices of mandate to equip with block signals
Uncle Sam's courts, district attor- had not been obeyed. "The railroad
and commission of Indiana has been in
Inspectors
neys, postoffice
sleuths. He had just finished and his the lead in attention to the need for
roll was all there. "Two hundred and greater safety in train movement,"
eighty, 300, 320," he counted, Three says the bulletin, "both for the benehundred and forty, three " "Say," fit of the rallroajl earnings and the
interrupted a stranger, "let me have more important one of public safety,
that. I want to take It across the and equipment was ordered Installed
street and 'fool a friend.' " Gus oren-e- which the commission's experience
his mouth to speak his mind but has shown adds materially to the prothe stranger "grabbed the money, tection of trains. The failure to Install signals was not the fault of the
durn it."
trainmen and superintendents
but
of the men higher up. The prosecution of these men hiKher up seems
drastic and might cause serious inconveniences but on the other hand
disease
blood
most
a
realizes
this
is
infection
of
the
that
powEveryone
erful nature, the virus of which so thoroughly poison3 the corpuscles of reluctance to adopt safety measures
the circulation that its symptoms are manifested over almost the entire of proven merit results In loss of
body. First comes a tiny sore or pimple, then the mouth and throat ullives and all the attendant misery.
cerate, glands in the groin swell, the hair begins to fall out, skin diseases It is to be deplored that some cases
even
bones
ache
the
with rheumatic pains.
break out on the body, and
public to believe that
Only a real blood purifier can have any curative effect on a blood poison so require the
more In be mind of
are
earnings
is
all
blood
S.
of
the
S.
it
S.
as
this.
greatest
goes
powerful
purifiers;
into the circulation and by thoroughly cleansing the blood of every parti- some managements than safety, recle of the insidious virus makes a permanent and lasting cure of Specific gardless of protestations to the
Iilood Poison. If you are suffering with this disea.se
. will cure you bwituue it will
. S.
your blood
purify
rCf
Sj$?t-.
V
S. S. S. is
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Pliysiciaa's Faith fa
Tubei csfosis Medicine

"Have

osed

Eckman'g
Alterative In
or tue
1","t,iu"
xcelleat
result planus
every (Jina.
"
me
"".
ior
was put on It only uutil she could Kill
arrange to be operated, ami in a short
time an operation
wan not needed
I
suppose your records are Just aa flue ai
or old. Yon know my fnlih
in It."
(Original of tlila phyaiclau'a letter on Die )
Kokman'a Alterative In effective in other forma. Kead wbat Mrs. (iiirvln says:
Idaho Kails, Idaho.
Gentlemen : I have Rallied twentv-tw- o
pounds aini-- e last February and mv'babr
Is In perfect health. I have been waltlne
since she was horn to ace how I would
alonff. I am now dolus; nil mv work
have been ever since she mis four weeks
old, and I am steadily Raining. I do not
cough or raise anything at all. I believe
my lung trouble ia cured "
(Sworn Affidavit) MRS. M. H. GARVIN.
Note Mrs. (iarvln has seven children.
Kckman's Alterative Is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, liay Fever; Throat and
Lunii: Troubles, uud In upbuilding- the
system. Does not rontain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telllnR- - of recoveries, and write to Kckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for more evidence. For sale, by all leading- druggist
E. G. Murphey
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YORK
NEW STRUCTURES PUT UP LAST
YEAR NUMBERED 12,000 AND
COST $206,000,000

,"r
with
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n

with them until I began to use Cuticura
Remedies.

SMALL CITY

g

170 N. 16th St., Portland. Oro. "The
eczema which started about two, vnara aim
broke out In my wrists flrst, then spread
to my lingers. I suffered untold agony

10.

The King Road Drag.
The billion dollar good roads idea
Ward King, the Missouri farmof
er who has made thousands of miles
of good roads' at a nominal expense,
may collide with the good, roads
wishes of crushed stone and road
manufacturers who, from
scraper
Chicago headquarters, have begun a
campaign in Illinois. King; and' his
split-lodrag have cost the venders
of high priced machinery millions of
dollars already for the laws of six
states have been made to conform
to the methods by which this
has simplified the good roads
problem. Eight states have employed
Mr. King, the federal government has
sent out 250,000 copies of the bulletin describing his road drag and the
astounding success that has been
achieved with it at the expense of a
dollar or two. About six years ago,
when sentiment was against any effort to build expensive macadam
roads at public expense, King discov
ered that by cleating a, few split logs
together and dragging them over an
earth road so as to give it a good
crown and good drainage, he, could
s
keep it smooth and free from
12 months in the year. This
meant that an end could be put to
impassible roads at practically no
cost. So effective was this simple
invention that in 1905 Iowa employed
King to lecture and demonstrate his
drag in 15 counties. Four railroads
employed King to visit other parts of
flowa. Since then, eight states have
employed King, and the laws of six
have been changed. The saving In
transportation costs from the farms
has been computed at over a billion
dollars.
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cabs, it has been suggested, may be
piovided in the middle of the less important cross streets. In this way It
is hoped that Fifth avenue may continue, in part at least, to serve as a
thoroughfare.
A Plague of Sparrows
A very real plague of sparrows has
descended on New York, and Park
Commissioner Stover, on whom com
plaints have been pouring in, has been
vexed about it as Pharaoh was by
the Plague of the Frogs and Locusts.
In his efforts to discover just who haB
the athority to exterminate these
pests, the commissioner has gone to
everybody from the fire department
to the United States government and
no help has come to him in his distress. The federal authorities In response to the inqiry "What can be
done with the sparrows?" answered
"Shoot some,
vigorously.
poison
some." Which was all very well except that the park commissioner had
his doubts whether he could order his
men to shoot In the streets, and he
was sure no one could scatter poison
about New York with impunity. Hence1
his appeal to the fire department, the!
health department, the department of
street cleaning, the commissioner of
water, gas and electricity and the
society. The Audobon society
agrees that the prettiest sparrow was
a dead sparrow, but refused to countenance the killing of anything feath
ered, and all this while the sparrows
have gathered in shoals along upper
Broadway, claimed every cornice and
window tops for their own and make
it indiscreet to have open windows or
hang things outside and a hauting
'
worry to walk the steets.

"RAGS"

ME

INDECENT FOR
CHICAGO
PARK
BOARD RULES OUT ALU
SUGGESTIVE DANCES WHICH
ARE PREVALENT

New York, Jan. 10. By spending on
Chicago, Jan. 10. That the ' bunny
new buildings during the paatyear a
hug," "turkey trot" and similar dances
sum of money greater than in any sim
have a deteriorating effect on the
ilar preceding period, New York has
participants has been decided by the
achieved a new; record of building
south park commission, who hav
enough structures to house the whole
prohibited them from south park field
population of a city as large as Sav
houses. J. F. Foster, general superinannah, Peoria or Fort Wayne. These
tendent of the south park clubs, has
l
uildings, indeed, according to figures
issued the following regulations:
Central Drug Co.
covering this field of expansion, which
"It is the purpose of the south park
are now being completed, would he I
commission to provide in the field
have also seen excellent overcoats
sufficient to make half a dozen size for women sold at
houses opportunities for wholesome
$18, and they are
able cities. The figures show that
recreation
only. Social recreation
distinctly charming. An allowance df
new structures, or
close to 12,000
frequently takes the form of dancing.
$4 for shoes Is ample. So far as corabout 30 a day, were added to the sets are
Association in this activity must he
concerned, I am sure I have
city last year. Even were they all seen advertisements
wholesome.
All clubs and societies
of distinctly
kind they
dwellings of the
the
south
using
to
sell
corsets
substantial
park halls are expectand
graceful
would easily accommodate a populaed to assist in establishing
better
at $1 or $1.10. So I am forced to
tion of 60,000 persons. As a matter
standards of dancing and in all that
conclude that $2 for corsets would be
of fact fc very large number of the
surrounds each dancing event
ample, and it would seem that .$1
e
new structures were buildings
"Officers and muslcains will please
While the new
would he sufficient"
of houng from scores to huneliminate
ragtime music associated
work
could
undoubtedly
large
ruling
dreds of persons so that the capacity economies in
with suggestive titles or words or
dress, it has been pointof all is probably in the neighborhood
with dances known as the "bear" or
ed out that if it should ever be put
of 150,000 or about equal to the popu
"turkey trot."
in practice the afternoon shopping
lation of Atlanta. On the accomplish
"The accompanying music has great
on Fifth avenue would become
parade
ment of this great amount of con a sad
on the dancing. Therefore
influence
even
have
some
gone
affair, and
struction more than $106,000,000 was so far as to declare that a movement
music played must be of standard
the should he started on behalf of the
expended being far ahead of
quality and rendered In such manner
amount similarly applied in 1911 and
as will be applicable to standard and
de
ohtained
husband
the
lady whose
of the annual cree.
New York's Supremacy Declines
approximately
approved dances.
expenditure of the national govern"When a program is furnished to
Figures which have just been com
of Vehicles is Serious
Congestion
ment. Remarkable as this record for
The congestion of vehicles on Fifth piled on the shipping of the port of orchestra leaders the music played
the five boroughs of the city i Is reavenue, which New Yorkers at least New York fo?t4he year 1912 show in for each dance shall conform to the
tarded, that for the Borough of Man- look upon as the greatest street In striking form what may be in fact the proper movement for that dance.
hattan, that is, the narrow strip ex- the world, is becoming so dense as decline of New York as the country's
"The position known as waltz post
tending only as far north as One Hun seriously to threaten its future as a greatest seaport. That is what has tion shall be observed in dancing
dred and Twenty-fiftstreet, looked thoroughfare. Figures have just been boen prophesied by more than a few waltz, two step, and other dances reupon aa even more
extraordinary, prepared, based on actual count, which of the merchants of the city who have quiring close position.
since in this limited area $116,000,000 show
that between 2 and 6 o'clock on been insistent in their demand for "Only recognized dances, such as
of the total of $206,000,000 was ex a recent afternoon no less than 9,075 longer piers and a
general enlarge the waltz, the two step, the quadrille,
pended, a record which it is believed vehicles passed a single point. Of ment of the facilities of the port. The the minuet, and other dances of state-linehas never been approached by any
and refinement are permitted.
these, 962, or about 11 per cent, were records of the barge office show that
similar area in the world. While it Is business
of dancing is required."
the
arrived
'9,519
vessels
rnlformity
during
year
vehicles, mostly delivery
not easy to estimate tne average
The following dances and styles ara
wagons, though only one In every 20 in port, a decrease of exactly 200 from
height of the city's 12,000 new struc- made any deliveries on the avenue. the previous year's record. As Is to postively prohibited:
tures, statisticians are already point-in- g What a traffic of 2,269 vehicles an be expected the greatest decrease was
"Dip" dancing.
out that If 40 feet, certainly not
The "hesitation" dance.
hour, or 38 every minute, really meann in sailing vessels. Of steamers 17
extravagant estimate, be accepted, it would be hard to picture for one less made New York than in 1911
The "chicken scratch."
the new buildings would If placed one who has not seen the
The galloping two step.
great avenue while the falling off in Balling craft
on top of the other form a structure at the afternoon rush
Two step to three step music.
hours, when its amounted to 1S3. There were 3,905
nearly 14 miles high.
whole width Is filled solidly with au- steamers from foreign ports, ten
Walking steps unless a part of a
Court Limits Cost of Attire
tomobiles, interspersed with , a few "ships" that is, the old "square rig recognized dace.
As a result of a somewhat remarkEapld whirling or any other "freak"
carriages, half faced north and half gers" of three masts --or more, 48
"
able court ruling which has just been south, and each column
'
moving spas barks and 478 schooners. Of all dancing.
how
pronounced here prescribing
Vulgar or improper positions.
modically in hasty rushes spending these 1,900 flew the British flag and
much a woman is entitled to spend three mintes waiting for the
Close dancing.
jam to only 783 the American. Arrivals from
on her clothes'. New York husbands break for
J. H. Rainwater, director of Ogden
every half minute of move- American ports to the southward num
are congratulating themselves. In ment. The result of all this conges- bered 2,020 steamers and 888
sailing park Is authority for the statement
view of the often repeated charge that tion has been that the avenue in its craft, and from the eastward
700 that the above rules will be strictly
New York women are desperately ex- present choked condition is
,
enforced.
hardly a steamers and 1,470 sailing vessels
travagant, the new legal pronounce- highway; it is a parade. As a result all schooners but two. The passing
"We will hold the people who re
ment finds general favor among ex- the merchants along the avenue ac of the square-riggeship and the de- serve the halls personally responsible
of the city's 5,000,000 Inactly one-hal-f
tually find themselves losing trade be cline of the schooner are the strik for their enforcement" said he. "They
habitants. The ruling applies only to cause customers cannot reach the! ing features of the
report And aa must have accredited chaperons on
outer, or
garments, and doors fast enough. As a remedy, thej steamers are growing steadily huger. the floor and must in every way se
provides that $43, $43.10 or $44 at the propose a closed season for business it is only too evident that either the that all objectionable
features are
outside, is enough to turn oul any traffio in the shopping section of the accommodations of the harbor must eliminated.
woman.
The three alternatives are avenue from 2 p. m. to 6. No vehi be enlarged to take care of them, or
due to a slight hesitation on the part cle will be allowed to stand at the New York must see them
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
putting in
of the court to place an arbitrary lim- curh
Battling Nelson vs. Andy Bezenah,
except when actually taking or at other ports where they can be
it on the amount to he spent for cor- leaving
10 rounds, at Cincinnati.
passengers, and stands for handled in comfort
sets. "I should say," he said, "that
a good suit could be bought for $20. I
have seen such advertised, have seen
them worn, and Save admired them
one-famil-
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Rscovcrs Strength
Martin Armbniat. of Belrne, Ark.,

finys: "I w&a taken Rick with Acute
Indigestion and huart trouble. 1 had
a lump in my stomach that nearly
distressed mc to death.
I took all kinds of medicino and
was discouraited when my duuifhuu
begged me to try

Duffy's Purs
fcfe!t WMskey

You would not believe how much
Rood it has done me. 1 haven't taken

any other medicine in two years-on- ly
Uull'y's l'ure Malt Whiskey, and
I never will be without it.
I am eltrhty years old. I do my
work, eat anythinir and feel fine and
not older than titty. I had rheumatism but that's
too."
So!d by druggists,
grocers,
dealers, $1.00 a large battle.
Th Doffjr Malt Whitltey Co.
Rochester. N. Y.

1

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, cor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Cuy Advertised Good
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and many will become permanent residents!
It is the greatest good to the greatest number that the country Is after.
The Optic la open to a discussion of
.
this question.
"in" the multitude of counsel there
is wisdom."
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Austria-Hungar- y

a rather NEGRO WOMAN FOUND

riving from all directions to attend
the annual meeting of the United
States Golf association to be held to
morrow night at the Hotel Astor. The
ticket of officers for the ensuing year
as presented by the nominating
committee is expected to go through
without opposition according to the
usual custom. Several changes have
been made since the ticket was first
announced. Robert C. AVatson, who
has served four terms as secretary of
the association, Is slated to succeed
Silas H. Strawn of the Glcnview club.
Chicago, who has been president two
years. Milton Dargan of Atlanta, noijr
second vice president, is to take th8
place of Joseph S. Clark of Philadel
phia in the first vice presidency, while
Frank L. Woodward of Denver is to
become second vice president. John
Reid, Jr., of the St. Andrew's Golf club
is to succeed Mr. Watson as secretary.
Percy R. Pyne of the Garden City
Golf club, is to become treasurer. The
most important business of the meeting will be the selection of the cour
ses for the championship tournaments
this year. Half a doezn wf the leading golf clubs of the east are blddin:
for the national amateur championship, which is the event men sought
The tournament was held last year in
the west.

PEOPLE
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U. S. G. A. ANNUAL MEETING
New York, Jan. 10. Golfers are ar-
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CHARGED WITH MURDER.
Silver City, N. AI., Jan. 10. Teles-franc- o
Medano, aged 25 years, is In FRANCIS FERDINAND WILL NOT
BE GREETED WITH JOY WHEN
the county jail charged with assault
HE ASSUMED THE THRONE
to
be
will
to murder, , which
changed
that of murder, owing to the death
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ing political conditions of
are inclined to take
kloomy'viaw of the future.

FUTURE RULER IS
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GUILTY IN LONDON
MRS. ANNIE
GROSS, IN FIRING
AT HER HUSBAND, KILLED
AN ENGLISH ACTRESS.

London,

two-edge- d

h

?6-0-

r.

I--

0

'

Wv

Annie

Mrs.

10.

Jan,

toGross, an American negress, was
for
of
manslaughter
found
guilty
day
killing Jessie Mclntyre, an English

Iip(

actress, and sentenced to five years'
penal servitude.
On the night of December 1, Mrs.
Gross, who lived at the same boarding house as Miss Mclntyre attempt
ed to kill her husband, Harry Gross,
a ragtime dancer. Miss Mclntyre was
present and a bullet struck and killed
her. The prisoner pleaded that she
fired at her husband in self defense.
She declared she did not Bee Miss
Mclntyre.

Vienna, Jan. 10. The disquieting
reports concerning the venerable em
peror's state of health and the rumors
of his rapid decline which, in view
of the advanced years of the beloved
monarch, are generally credited, have
brought Archduke Francis Ferdinand,
heir presumptive to the throne of the
dual monarchy, into the limelight as
In
tho coming "man of the hour."
view of the complicated relations ex
isting between the poliglot countries
THE SHIP TRUST.
and races included in Austria-Hungar- y
Washington, Jan. 10. Oral underand the fact that the personality and
standing to maintain rates between
character of the future ruler alone is
the Lamport and Holt lines, the Housbelieved to be able to prevent the
ton
Line, the Prince Line, the Harbor
eventual disruption of the monarchy,
Line
and the Weir and Boyds Line,
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is
the
that
natural
it
public
quite
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carrying commerce
more than ever interested in the inhas
and
York
Montevideo,
Laplata,
dividual traits, ideas, prejudices and
existed since January, 1912, accordtendencies of the heir to the throne
ing to testimony of Paul Gearhart,
who may, at any moment, be called
e
for the Prince Line, today
agent
upon to assume the reins of governcommarine
the house merchant
ment.
(
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Uemit by draft, check or money
mittee.
was
Archduke Francis Ferdinand
ler. K Bent otherwise we will not STOMACH STAHVERS
His line, he further testified, had
not born to the throne. When Arch
tee responsible for loss.
another understanding with lines doUTAH FOR HADLEY.
duke Rudolph, the only son of the emSpeoimen copies free on applica
Salt Lake City. Jan. 10. Utah's ing business between New York and
peror, met his death at Meyerling, on
EAT ANYTHING K
tion.
electoral votes lor vice presi- South Africa. In the La Plata trade
to
four
succession
January 30, 1889, the
will be cast for Governor Hart- he declared there were no rebates
dent
the
with
accordance
in
the
throne,
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Missouri.
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and
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Every
regularly more than a
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"When was that change made?"
of any newspaper In northern New
result of the vote to Washington.
throne.
States, Et. gland and Canada take
asked Representative Humphrey.
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Decem
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s second class matter.
Remojio Hernandez, a companion,
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with a five-incTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
wound was made just below the ribs,
Daily, by Carrier:
06 and so vicious was the thrust that
tfer Copy
16 the poiiit 'of the blade was driven
Pne Wek
65 into the man's backbone so securely
Ce Month
four
7.50 that the blade snapped and
tin Vttar
wound
The
buried.
inches
remained
Daily by Mail
ed man lingered for four days and
One Year
Both men were employ30 then died.
ix Months
ees of the Chlno Copper company,
and the accused had borne a good
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
reputation up to the time of this
GROWER
He will have his second preliminary hearing In a day or so, when
One Year
the weather has modified and the
feix Months
roads make travel easier. He was arwithout any difficulty.
rested
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Electric Signs Make
.

Newspaper Advertising

f

Store

EifectivK

i

5" j'i!,!tW'"!

.

1

Newspaper advertising imforms the reader
about what you have to sell. ;" Perhaps he may not be
near your store at the time.'''1

.

v..

But your Electric Sign, catches his eye when

he is near your store. It reminds him of what you
advertised. He. s impelled to enter.

Your Electric Sign

is' the link between his

desire to have a thing and the act of securing it Then,
too, think of all the transient trade your sign will draw.

1

1

Employ This Salesman
An Electric Sign is really the best salesman

you can employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
message burns through the night, positively attracting

trade.

The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly
low and the expense of maintaining and lighting is
small 'Phone Main 206 for full particulars.
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ALTHOUGH I
greatly reduced, our popular
lines are still complete, such as
MUNSING

the most popular, suits in the
world today, because of the perfect way In which they fit and
cover the form and because of
the satisfactory way in which
they stand the test of wash

chanic for the' Santa Fe railroad, was
a visitor hero; today.
Margarito Romero, who has been
in town for- the past week, left this
afternoon for El Porvenir.
Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valmora
ranch arrived in town last evening
and was a visitor here today.
Mr.' and Mrs. H. T. Newby, who
have been on'a several weeks' visit
in the east, have returned to town.
Representative Bias S uiclmz of
Wagon Mound 'arri"el last evening
and will be a visito- - here for seveiai
-

MUNSING WEAR always
shoes

DODD
DOROTHY
to 14.25.

3.50

HOLE PROOF hose, guaranteed for six months.
HENDERSON

MIXED

here for several days. ,K
Mrs. W. J. Lucas left last evening
for Pittsburgh, Pa., where she will
visit relatives for several weeks
Dr. F. B. Huxmann returned last
evening from Denver, where hei has
been a visitor for the past month.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
returned last evening from Santa Fe
where he has been a visitor for eever-a- l MANY ELKS AND

Hoffman

&

John Condon and John McNierncy,
who have been visiting in town for(
seevral days, left this afternoon fj
j

Ros-wel-

Agents for the
10c

evenii:

Mrs. B.. Abeytia of Trinidad, Colo.,

Graubarlh
NEW

IDEA

Patterns.

Telephone Main

104.

Mrs. Walter Lyman and her daughter, Miss Myrtle Lyman, arrived in
town last evening from their home in
Watrousand will be visitors here for

'

I

i

r

4

J
si

f
,

several days.
W. E. Martin, a well known Kansas City real estate dealer, who has
been a visitor in town for several
days, left last evening for his home
in Kansas City.
Miss Shea and H. A. Harvey, who
are spending the winter at the Har-- ;
vey mountain resort, are expected in
town tomorrow and' will be visitors
here for several days.
Mrs. O. A. Matson and daughters,
Miss Julia Matson and Miss Marcela
Matson of Albuquerque, arrived in
town this afternoon for a short visit,
the guests of Mrs. P. L. Myers,
William F. Reed of Albuquerque,
who has been a business visitor in
town for several days in the interests
of the Salt Creek oil fields of Wyoming, left Las Vegas this afternoon
for Santa Fe.

arrived in town 'last evening and will
spend several, ..days here visiting
friends,
tI
C. A. Johnson, traveling audjtoi
for the' Santa1 Fe railroad, with head
quarters in Trinidad, Colo., was a vis
itor in town today.
George p. Gibbons,
representing
the. Nevins Candy company of Denver, was a business visitor in town
' j
yesterday and today.
T. O'J.dhry, who Is a special officer
for tlie Sdnta Fe railroad, arrived last
evening from his home in Pueblo and
was a visitor here today.
Mr., and Mrs.
Richard Prichett
have, returned to town from Chicago,
where they have been visiting
illl
friends for several weeks.
E. C. Ayers, who has been spending the past .month at the Harvey
mountain resort, arrived in town last
evening and will leave for Los Angeles, Calif., in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Hanlon of Newton, Kan., who; have been visitors 1p
Vegas for the past two weeks, have
gon6j.to El Paso for a short visit.
From' that ":ity Mr. and Mrs. Hanlon
plan to go'"to California. Mr. Hanlon
is at the head of the Hanlon Supply
company, which is said to be one of
the largest supply houses in the west.

'r"

1

IN

THEIR LADIES
ENTER FOR A SERIES OF
BOWLING GAMES.

days.

l

THE POPULAR PRICE STORB

FIVE

POPULAR

..,..

corset.

i.

IP

DOUBLES

TOURNAMENT IS

their ranch at Roclada.
J. B. Washburn, who has been a
visitor in town for several days, left
last evening on delayed train No. 10
for his home in Wagon Mound.
l
Attorney G. A. Richardson of
arrived this afternoon to attend
days.
Mr. and Mrs. u'. Bendix, who went a meeting of the directors of tho New
to Denver for fh.j Christmas and New Mexico Hospital for the Insane, of
to Town last whom he is one.
Year6oJid$yiS!-U".i.j'

gives complete satisfaction.

10,

ar-

' rived this afternoon and

'

and wear.

I

PERSONALS

:

S. E. Collier of Albuquerque was a
visitor in town today,
j J. A. Conley of Raton, master me-

UNION SUITS

Miss Marian Nohr of Watrous
will be a

'
P-"--

FRIDAY, JANUARY

.

POLE DISCOVERERS TO MEET
Washington, D. C, Jan. 0. With

honors befitting his achievement, Captain Roald Amundsen, discoverer of
the south pole, will be entertained
in this city tomorrow night as the
principal guest at the annual banquet
of the National Geographic society.
Captain Amundsen will be presented
with a special gold medal awarded by
of his
he society in recognition
achievement in south polar exploralion. The address of presentation will
be made by Rear Admiral Peary of
north pole fame. The ceremony will
be witnessed by a distinguished company that will Include the president
of the United States and members of
his cabinet, Justices of the supreme
court of the United States, senators
the diplomatic
and representatives,
corps, and members of the society
from many parts of the country.
-

OF

ITS

SERVICE

& Trust Co., aim to meet
individual
the
satisfactorily
requirement of its customers.
You are cordially invited to call and consult our officers regarding
your financial affairs, thus securing effcient
and direct personal service at all times. The most liberal accomodation, in keeping with
sound banking methods is extended to our customers, regardless of the
size of their accounts.

com-mitte-

ROBIN GETS

DETAIL

flfhether large or small the Peoples Bank

The most interesting bowlint; game
which'has been rolled since the opening of the Elks' alleys was tho mixed
double tournament held last evening.
This tournament, which is under the
e
direction' of the Elks' bowling
is creating
much interest
among the ladies as well as the men
bowlers, and over 20 couples have entered.
One evening In each week five couples are to roll two strings, which
will count as a game instead' of the
usual three strings. The tournament
allows handicaps, every couple having an equal chance of carrying off
first honors.
The scores of last evening were as
follows: Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey 4G5
pins; Miss Mildred Browne and Mr.
Charles Trumbull 403 pins; Miss Rebecca Henriquez and Mr. John D.
Harris, Jr., 416 pins; Miss Helen
Kelly and Mr. Walter Hoke 294
pins; Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Hammond
384 pins.
The second game in the mixed doable tournament will be rolled' next
Thursday evening and the following
couples will bowl: Mr. and Mrs. Hal-le- tt
Raynolds, Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Witten, Miss Emma Tamme and Mr.
Miss
Rachael
William rspringler,
Ward and Mr. John Ruhmor and Miss
Marguerite Rudulph and Mr. H. F.
Tilton.

TEXAS LEAGUE MEETING
Houston, Tex., Jan. 10. The direC'
tors of the Texas Baseball league

EVERY

3

,

On Checking Accounts,

-

4

On Savings

Accounts

PEOPLES BANK& TRUST CO.

10 in sympathy

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Jan. 10. While there
was little In the way of general news
to justify the change In market senti

with the decline in
the stock.
When dullness came over the market it discouraged the bulls and bears
and even scalping operations were
abandonedi
Prices Jtf the (Copper
shares ruled close to the low figures
of the morning, but the list otherwise was on the mend.
Amalganated Copper ............ 76
..116
Sugar
Atchison
..106
Northern Pacific
...120
Reading
.........167
Southern Pacific
106
Union Pacific
160
United States Steel..,..
67
United States Steel, pfd.
110

ment, prices today took a downward
course, presumably In sympathy with
the weakness of the Copper group.
Bear operators found little general
support and put out moderate lines
of important stocks, with special pressure against some of the transcontinental issues, particularly Union Pacific and Canadian Pacific. A shsrt
fall in the price of copper metal
abroad was followed by rumors here
that selling agencies were disposing
of Copper at figures well under the
long established official rate of 11
cents. Bonds were steady.
The undertone Improved but there
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
was little Inquiry for the Important
Chicago, Jan. 10. Wheat opened
stocks. American Tobacco advanced lower but firm on higher cables. May
six points. Guggenheim exploration started
to
lower at 92
fell three. Chino Copper sixes, which
and advanced to 92.
closed yesterday at 183
broke to
to
down at
May corn opened

A YEAR

New York, Jan. 10. Joseph G. Ro
rounded up in this city today for their tin, sky rocket financier, was sen
annual meeting. Aside from the elec- Kneed today to serve one year In the
tion of officers, the chief item of busi- penitentiary at Blackwell's Island for
ness will be the disposition of the the larceny of $27,000 from the Wash
Austin franchise which, has been on ington Savings bank, of which he was
the market for some time.
an officer.

to 50
and sold to 50.
May oats began. the day unchanged
to a shade down at 33
to 33
and sold early at 33
.
Reported disruption of the Balkan
negotiations cent May wheat up to
and the close was
j6
over
50

jesterday at

93

.

Tho close was firm May
up at 51
Provisions were quiet and steady.
May pork opened 5 cents higher to
unchanged at $18.37 to $18.21; May
lard 2
higher to unchanged at
$9.87
and May ribs unchanged at
$9.809.82. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, May 93
July 90; September 89.
. Corn, May 51; July
52; Septem-

ber

53.

34;

34;

Oats, May
SeptemJuly
ber 33.
Por, Jan. $18; May $18.32.
Lard, Jan. $9.60; May $9.85.
Ribs, Jan, $9.67; May $9.80.

HP Hn
For Saturday afternoon and evening we are going to make some astonishing
reductions in men's furnishings. Read carefully the prices quoted below and make
it a point to visit our store and reap the benefit.
Neckties

Men's and Boys Caps

Any Tie in the house, all 50c and 75c
stock, new and fashionable paterns for

We have an 'overstock of new and nobby caps

Suspenders
Every conceivable style and color. New
fresh stock, always sold for 75c will go during1 this sale for

that will

be included in our Special Saturday Sale.
All

tmmf

75c

II

50o

Caps--- .

All $1.50

f ;
t j

Caps-

$1.00

-
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Bathrobes
.

.V

.

.7

V

Vf,V

A beautiful assortment of pajamas that
fail to please. Be sure and ask to see them.

Beautiful bath robes that have always sold for
6.50 will go during Ms sale for

'

l
k::-

-

$2.00 Pajamas
$2.50 Pajamas
',

lit,:

Men's Socks

Pajamas

i

n

,

::)
'3

$1.25
.... 1.50

,

Same big reduction in gowns

,

r

Here is something you cannot afford to miss. A
fine heavy black seamless hose, sells
everywhere
for 25c goes during this sale for

...

.

.

..

'j

.

.

1

Our Suit And Overcoat Sale Will Continue Until Saturday
mi
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Opportunity Is Knoekingjat Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.
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The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure's Magazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50

per year

IN ADVANCE.

The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

FCR T0SI0HS0W SATURDAY, JANUARY 11TH.

25c
25c
25c
25o
25c

bars Silk eoap for
bars Lenox soap for
bars Crystal White soap for
-- 6 bars Magic Washer soap for
L
5 bars P. & G. White Naptba soap for
for
Gloss
Starch
6 lb. wood box Kingsford Silver
I lb. package Kingsford Silver Gloss Starch for
5 12 oz. packages Argo Starch for
5 lbs. bulk starch for
3 pint bottles of bluing for
2 pint bottles of Household ammonia for
7 lbs. of washing soda for
10c can Lavalaline, the modern creamer
10c package Sell on Sight Scouring Soap for
7
7
6

And Hundreks of

CDC

10c
25c
250
5c

25c
25c
5c
5c

Other Bargains at Ihe Store of

UME
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THE CASH GR.OCER.

TEA TALKS
Tea if a BEVERAGE NOT AN ORNAMENT.
Our teas are selected for their cup quality not
for their looks. In order that you may know
this for yourseif we will, for this week, sell for
CASH
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our

.l.

35c Teas for
50c Teas for
60c Teas for
75c Teas for
1 .00 Teas for
$1.25 Teas for.

.

.

.... 25c per lb.
lb.
lb.
.
lb.
lb.
$1.00 per lb.
-

.
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-
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35c
40c
55c
75c

per
per
per
per

Also for this week our Splendid

"CREAM

LOAF" flour, the best flour on the market $1.50,

per sack.
lbs. Sugar for $1.00
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CONSTABLE RESPECTIVELY
IN PRECINCT NO. 29.

Fifteen per cent off on all Boston- ian Bhoes at Talcnert's clothing store
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STAR OF THE PROGRAM AT
M. C. A. LAST NIGHT.
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and accompanist, both ofBoston; and
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
as a pleasing surprise Miss Maude
la the wood. Direct from distillery to
A'. Miner of Chicago, dramatic reader,
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
came along with the other ladies, unannounced. That this addition was
O. B. Underwood has entered the
a
welcomed one was evidenced by
'of
J.
D.
Hand
lo
employ
and Is now
the great applause that greeted her
cated at the Hand ranch at Onava.
every number.
Miss Temple is the possessor of a
Charlton Gannon has entered the
rich
soprano voice of great range and
employ of the Santa Fe railroad, go
fullness
and her renditions were givto
work
ing
today at the roundhouse.
en in a sincere, unaffected manner
that highly pleased her hearers. The
iU.ao and J18.50
all wool suits
fact that Miss Temple's enunciation
clearance sale
price J8:95; $2
was well nigh perfect, every word
ana ?22 suits $10.95. "Eventually at
being
distinctly
understood, was
Taichert's.'
much appreciated by the audience.
TEAIIS
Miss French
accompanied Miss
ine funeral of Mis Elizabeth ALBUQUERQUE
Temple with a grace and ease that
Keefe will be held tomorrow mornln
at 9 o'clock from the Church of the
CANCtUED GAIIES (bespoke of her mastery of this diffi
cult art So delighted was the audiImmaculate Conception.
Interment
ence with Miss French's playing that
will be in St. Anthony's cemetery.
NORMAL many, afterward, inquired why this
THEN BLAMED THE
UNIVERSITY FOR CALLING OFF
A meeting of the members of the
young lady did not give a few selections on the piano. However, it reTHE CONTESTS
Congregation Montefiore will be held
mained for Miss Maude A. Miner, draSunday, January 12, at 2:30 p. m. for
An erroneous report appeared
in matic reader, to make the h"it" of
the purpose of electing officers for
the ensuing year. Sig Nabm, Presi last evening's Albuquerque Herald to the evening. This lady has a charmthe effect that the New Mexico Nor ing personality and her voice and
dent.
mal University basketball teams had mannerisms seemed to fit into every
uiss way Schlott, bookkeeper of cancelled the games which had been character of her readings. Particu
the Las Vegas Light and Power com scheduled for this evening and tomor-ra- larly wen rendered was ' Kipling's
and the quarrel scene
pany, Is ill at her home. Miss Mabel
evening respectively with the "Fuzzy-Wuzzy- "
Laird will substitute for Miss Schlott University of New Mexico and the In from "The School for Scandal."
The audience was a most appreciaduring her absence from her duties dian School boys' and girls' teams. On
t the power company's office.
the contrary, Professor John C. Baker, tive one and showered applause upon
manager of the Normal basketball the entertainers at every opportunAfter the regular business meeting teams, yesterday received a telephont ity The ladies of the company were
of the Loyal Order of Moose, which message from the manager of the Al high in their praise of the cordial
was held last evening, a sumptuous buquerque teams, stating that it was and kindly greeting which the people.
supper was served 10 the members impossible to raise the necessary of Las Vegas gave them.
or tne lodge. Tbis was enjoyed by funds to bring the Normal team to
Thursday morning, the day for othall. The meeting was largely attend Albuquerque.
er than Santa Fe folK to reserve their
ed.
The Normal team is much disaj' seats, found only 33 seats open to
pointed at not having the opportunity the public, so that the first concert
Special Attention Modern Wood to go to Albuquerque and play off was in reality "Santa Fe all the way."
men of America will meet this even the scheduled games, but it is
hoped Morton Howell, of the freight office,
ing at 8 o'clock in the W. O. W. hall that other dates may be arranged and was head usher and he and his corps
on Sixth street for installation of of also that the
Albuquerque teams may of men handled the crowd' in an acficers, and it Is especially requested be induced to come to Las Vegas for ceptable manner.
that every member of Camn No
series of games.
Following is the program of the
13779 be present.
evening:
Songs by Miss Temple:
Fifty and 73 cent neckwear 25o at
Owing, to the illness of Earl Hoke, Taichert's.
(a) "When Love is Kind"
who is captain of the Hoke team in
Old English
me mim oownng league, tne game
Ernest Schutt this morning applied (b) "O, Hush Thee, My Baby"
between the Hoke and McWenie at
I'ease
the court house for $4 as bounty
teams, scheduled for this evening, upon a
"Irish
Love Song"
..
(e)
...Lane
coyote and a wild cat, killed
nas been postponed. However the
(d) "Give - Me My Home Once
near Los Alamos.
recently
team
Ament
will roll the McWenie
More"
Schaffe- team. The game is scheduled to com(e) "Floods of Spring" Raciimanioff
How many people are there in San
mence at 8:30 o'clock and all Elks
(a) "My Love is Like the Red,
and their ladies are invited to attend. Miguel county who desire the name
Red Rose"
....
Brandeis
of this state changed from New Mex"I'm- Wearin' Awa' "
(b)
Foote
Wells Fargo Agent Bert W. Kelly, ico to Lincoln? Doubtless there are (c) "The Land of the
e
none.
Secretary George A. Fleming
on opening the express office at the
Water"
Cadman
Santa Fe railroad station this morn of the Commercial club has recelyed (a) "Little Irish Girl"
Lohr
letter from W. R. Kerr of Oklahoma (b) "Annie Laurie"
ing, had the surprise of his life and
,
had he spent "a night out" would City stating that there is a movement
Readings by Miss Miner:
have thought he had the "snakes," on foot to change the name of this (a) "Mrs. Ripley's Trip"
Garland
state.
Mr.
Kerr states the movement
etc. Sitting over in the cornpr of
(b) "A Perplexing ProWem".Kipling
the office was a large owl, looting started in Deming. He says he wish (c) "Fuzzy-Wuzzy- "
Kipling
wise and blinking his big green eyes. es to prepare a newspaper article 'up-- ' (d) Quarrel scene from "The School
on
the subject: Person who wish to
Mr. Kelly had to pinch himself sevfor Scandal"
Sheridan
eral times In order L. bal'eve that contribute articles on the subiect
direct on Mr.
what he saw was the "real goods." may send them
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
them in tha nna. at the Opera Bar. Adv.
On the counter of the office Mr. Kel- Kerr or place
ly found the following note written session of Mr. Fleming. It is said by
by the night man: "Dont hurt it, many persons to be doubtful if there
is any procedure by which the name
Kelly, as it Is a great pet. Only don't
of
a state can be changed, even if the
stick your finger in its mouth." The
citizens so desire. The general opinowl
the
of
is
appearance
mysterious
ion in Las Vpsras is that, tho nnmo
1
being solved by Agent Kelly and
what he doesn't know about owls New Mexico" is good enough for ev
erybody.
isn't worth printing.

At the meeting of the republicans
of precinct No. 29, held last evening
in the city hall, Judge D. K. Murray
.
tor justice oi me
was nominated
constapeace and 0, L, Gregory for
ble for the precinct.
They will be
voted upon at the election to be held
The meeting! was presided
Monday.
over by Harry W. Kelly as chairman
and Leo M. Tipton was secretary.
Murray and Gregory were the unanimous choice of the meeting, whica
was well attended. They are expected to be elected, as both are now
serving in the offices to which they
aspire and nave made good records.
Both are men in whom ihe public
has confidence and both have resided
in ILas Vegas for many years.
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w hy do Public Schools
Philadelphia use only

Hoosier Cabinets?

The proof of the pudding is the eating.
Shrewd men like the Philadelphia School Board do not buy equipment
l
for their classes in cookery without reason.
The Hoosler Cabinet proved in every test an ideal of home convea-iencIt is simple, compact, and wonderfully well built. It can't get cut
of order.
Convenience coupled wiih tjualitymade the sale, "It puu everything at
your finger's ends like a desk," said one man.
So the Philadelphia schools paid the fixed retail
price for the Hoos'er
Cabinet when others could have been had for nothing.
This is one reason why you should have a Hoosier Cabinet in yonr
kitchen today. It saves miles of steps for tired feet.

'

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON
LICENSED

AOENTS FCiB

COSIER luTCHCI CASKETS

Jefferson Raynolds President

.r.

E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

i

Htl'ett

Raynoios Cashier
H. Erie fioke Asst Cnshipi

Davis Vic President

j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
A

F LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Pkofits $35,000-

$100,000

-

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Intarest Paid on

Time Deposits
v.

householders and the wives of electors. As most of the women householders are of the well-of- f
classes antJ
IN SUFFRAGE MOVE all working men are electors ths
amendment would, it Is considered,,
fairly distribute the vote among all
WHEN FRANCHISE REFORM BILL classes.
COMES UP IN ENGLAND THEY
'
F. m. Lyon, who has been ill at
WILL BE BUSY
his home for several days, is much
London, Jan. 10. When the frail improved and today was able to be
chise reform bill comes up in the Brit- about the house.
ish parliament shortly, the members
of the house of commons will find all
the approaches to the chamber pick- ENCIMAS IS GIVEN A
eted with actresses and other supporters of the movement in favor cV
SUSPENDED SENTENCE
votes for women.
Throughout the entire day and
R
night the women Intend to be present MAN WHO STOLE FLOUR
in strength and to buttonhole the
STORE IS SHOWN"
MERCY BY THE COURT
members of the hrtfse as they pass In
and out. The Actresses'!; Franchise
Roman ' Encinias, the man arrested
league, which is orgazminff Tne moveall
the"
of
help
Wednesday night on a charge of burgment, has called for
similar societies in making a peaceful larizing the Danziger store on the
demonstration in support-o- f tadop-tio- n Plaza, yesterday afternoon decided to
Tomorrow afternoon the bovs of
These
tomatoes
S
are
extra
of an amendment to'the hill in- avail himself of the clause in the
East Las Vegas will have the opporto give suffrage to women.
tended
allowing an accused person
in a regular old
tunity of Joining
fancy selected.
to be successful, although to waive action by the grand jury and
fashioned snowball fight, which is to
hope
They
be given under :the direction of Secthe acts' of their militant sisters have make a plea of guilty direct to the
They are picked, pulled and
'
retary Isjolr of the Y. .M. C. A. The
greatly alienated 'sympathy from the judge with no formality of indictment.
packed by experts and are
cause in the United. Kingdom; '
boys, whether members of the assoAccordingly he was brought Into the
the "Acme of perfection" for
ciation or not, are requested to meet
At the same time the militant sec- office1 of Judge David J, Leahy, where
at the association building at 2
tion of tho suffragettes is said to ba he made a plea of guilty. Judge Leahy
table use.
o'clock.
Sides will be chosen and
preparing to provide a more exciting gave Encinias a maximum sentence
one side given 30 minutes in which to
of two years. It was shown the court
time for members (ft parliament.
If you wish tomatoes that
build a fort. At the end of that time
Should those members of the hous? that Encinias is poor and his family
like they should right
the other side will attack the fort
of commons who favor woman suf- in destitute circumstances.
It was
and try to capture it and the builders
off the vine use Ferndell,
frage succeed Jn having the word shown also that he has always borno
"male" eliminated from the bill, thrff a good reputation.
defending it. The "fight" is sure to
packed in two sizes,
be a lively one and Secretary LeNoir
For these reasons the judge susalternative proposals will be made to
hopes that all the boys in the city
include women.
pended Encinias' sentence. He told
will join in and have a good time.
The first and most drastic emanates Encinias he should strive to avoid evil
from the labor party, conferring the in the future. When it was learned
While the men' patients at the New
vote on very woman in the country that Encinias' family was hungry sevPER CAN
Mexico Hospital for the Insane were
who is over 21 years old. The second eral merchants upon tbe West side
going ti work this morning one of
proposal is that incorporated in what ldndly donated provisions for their
the patients managed to walk away
was known as the conciliation bill and use. It is likely work will be found
Packed in 'Sanitary Solder- from tho line and when nest heard
which was defeated by the supporters for Encinias.
less" cans.
from wifl Diiyln.'' ...a vlisit at the Kunta
of woman Buffragrt because it was noti
i'ti
fruit. ht hoimf) whora hn'fl
(iemocrHiki enough and would give the
Lucy WeBton heads the latent musJiU j,iiy ( liirrk, t;it!li; that m
women,
vole to wealthy .and
ical comedy production, "The
Or.ly
By
at
l.i'i-iIt
woman.
Uiiim
fur the
ll,iliiid
tiot to Ui
",Uiitf
ihe Cafe," v.h!-!has had a Jon run
fchoilH
.11 in- F- liiiijii.iij inl ul IIi!hilU I'd
tli
.,:.!.
Volf;
Omi! lirrnMi
fn Chicago
in t)i) wsfiwn. ,'
"i
'41
!.;C II,
lid
mi,,
U)

ACTRESSES TO ASSIST

Sky-blu-

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, SIB.OO
W rmrrhniwd neveral carload of thin heantifnl dinner-warn! our
larm
snaniea tbe manufacturer to kiv .in an exclusive doaljra
mna apurchase
very low price. We are charging pari of the cost to "aiTerlioi6
expense." and only ask you to pay a prccntKe of the actual cost of tbe
It is of a beautiful "Ccfmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
et.
fiialtty for less than $14 in any retutl cuina atore. to la guaranteed by both

Ferndell
Tomatoes

be manulacturerand ouracivea. ,
Tunre la a coupon in every asiclt of LARABEE'8 Flour. 8end oa five
and we will
Minnona and 13. wo in cash, dnitr, postal or express money-orderend you one of these bcnnilful seta by freiKbt. Address coupons and
to The ( biuft Department of the Larnbce Flour Mills ooiupanft
Kansas. Be sure to write your mime and address plainly.
iuthinson,
The coupons in LARABKB'S Flour aro also (rood for Rogers1 SilverwaH
and other valuable premiums. Aak lor descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you
M4N-MHLLF-

O

know, is that "Mighty-Goo- d
Flour that makes Baking a De!ig?i.

A.
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"If We Do It, It's RiKhf

ocej

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

Opportunity
Is Knocking at Your

If You Are

Door

mm

A

'

Ov

F

Vil

f
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looking: for the best Quality of Buckwheat and Pan-

cake Flour. If you want
something extra good try
our fresh Wisconsin Buckwheat Flour.

AW

j on

.

11

We have Ralston Buck
wheat and Pancake Flour.
Buckwheat and Pancake Flour. Also Swans- and potato Flour

J..A
Aunt
down
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taste

Ring up .or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry "to
come and take your family
washing.
After you have convinced
yourself that we do the work
better, at less cost and do not
give the clothes near the wear
they receive at home, you will
riot heBitale to give us the
work,

We

15c and 20c
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